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Abstract. The problem of a llame stabilized by a line source of fuel of strength 2~6 is solved 
numerically for values of the Lewis number L < 1. In this parameter regime analytical studies 
as well w previous numerical studies have found stationary solutions corresponding to both 
&symmetric and cellular flames. For sufficiently small values of L, we have computed time 
periodic pulsating cellular solutions in the form of traveling waves. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of a flame stabilized by a line source of fuel of strength 
27r~. Experimental observation of laminar flames shows that in certain gaseous mixtures, 
smooth flames often break up into cells [6]. These cellular flames, sometimes referred to 
as wrinkled flames, are characterized by periodic crests along the flame front, pointing in 
the direction of the combustion products. The pointed crests are connected by smooth 
troughs that are convex toward the fresh fuel. The temperature is higher at the troughs, 
which therefore appear brighter, and lower at the crests, which therefore appear darker. It 
is believed that the devlopment of cellular flames is a stage in the transition from laminar 
to turbulent flame propagation. 
In the diffusional thermal model, in the limit of infinite activation energy, cellular flames 
can be found as bifurcations from axisymmetric flames, as K or the Lewis number L (the 
ratio of thermal to mass diffusivity) are varied away from critical values. Two kinds of 
instabilities have been predicted. It was shown in [7] that there exists a value L, < 1 such 
that for L < L, there exists a K, such that for K slightly greater than K~, axisymmetric 
flames will be unstable to small angular perturbations which evolve to stable stationary 
cellular flames. This instability is referred to as the cellular instability. In [2] the behavior 
of the solution in the cellular regime was studied numerically. It was shown that for a fixed 
value of L < L,, stable stationary cellular solutions existed provided K was sufficiently large. 
Upon increasing K a sequence of transitions to stationary cellular solutions of increasing 
mode number was found. These transitions were accompanied by intervals of bistability 
where stable cellular solutions with different mode numbers coexisted, each with its own 
domain of attraction. 
Another instability occurs when L > 1. It is shown in [5] that there exists a value L,, 
such that for L > L,,, the axisymmetric solution is unstable to angular perturbations. A 
linear stability analysis suggests that these perturbations evolve to stable pulsating cellular 
flames. Stable pulsating cellular flames have been found numerically [3]. 
In this paper we consider the diffusional thermal model in the case where L is signficantly 
smaller than unity. This regime, which describes e.g. flames generated from lean hydrogen 
based fuel, was studied in [4] for the case of planar flames. Stationary cellular flames 
were found for a range of values of L. However when L was decreased below a certain 
value, stationary solutions could no longer be found and the authors speculated ‘about the 
possibility of unsteady solutions. For sufficiently small values of L, we find traveling wave 
solutions along the flame front (reaction zone). 
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MODEL 
We assume that the reaction is limited by a deficient component of the fuel and is governed 
by one-step irreversible Arrhenius kinetics. We denote dimensional quantities by: The 
unknowns are the temperature p and the concentration of the deficient component 6. Tti 
and fb are the temperatures of the unburned and burned fuel respectively and 6” is the 
unburned value of 6. We non-dimensionalize by 
Using an appropriate non-dimensionalization [2] of the polar coordinates P and 4 and of 
time t, the equations are 
0 t=A@- 
KOr 
T + CAerp( 
N(l - a)(@ - 1) 
d + (1 - a)@ ) 
AC KC, c L t=--- - CAexp( N(l - u)(O - 1) P u + (1 - a)@ ). 
Here A is the Lapiacian, u = p”/?b, N = ,!?/(fi?b), J!? is the activation energy, R is the gas 
constant, and A = (N(l- u))*/(2L). 
When the activation energy is large, the reaction term is important only in a thin region 
0(1/(N(l-a)) called the reaction zone. In the limit of infinite activation energy the reaction 
zone shrinks to a surface called the flame front. This limit was analyzed in [7] where it was 
shown that for L < L,, a basic solution corresponding to a stationary axisymmetric flame 
front located at P = K, was unstable to angular perturbations which evolve to stationary 
cellular flames. 
We consider the case of finite activation energy in which case the thin reaction zone must 
be resolved during the numerical computation. We employ a pseudo-spectral method in 
which Chebyshev polynomials are used in the radial direction and Fourier modes are used in 
the angular direction. In order to resolve the reaction zone, an adaptive procedure is used in 
which a radial change of variables is dynamically introduced which minimizes a functional 
that measures the numerical error. The numerical method is described in detail in [l] and 
PI. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We present numerical results for K = 14.8 and L = 0.37. This value of K has been 
investigated in [2] for larger values of L. For L = 0.44 stable stationary cellu1a.r solutions of 
mode numbers 4 and 5 both exist. The computations presented here were obtained by using 
the four-cell data corresponding to higher values of L and then reducing L until a stable 
time periodic pulsating cellular solution was found. 
The solution presented here was obtained with a grid of 101 collocation points in the 
radial direction and 128 collocation points in the angular direction. We have found virtually 
no effect under refinements of our numerical computation. In Figure 1 we exhibit a plot of 
0 against 2 at a fixed value of P (r = 11.) for four different angles. The solution exhibits a 
time periodic behavior characteristic of a traveling wave. We note that the period is roughly 
200 units of non-dimensional time. In computations of solutions along the pulsating branch 
(L > l), standing wave solutions with periods of the order of 5 were found [3]. The extremely 
long period found here suggests that the transition to time periodic pulsations may occur 
via an infinite period Hopf bifurcation from the stationary cellular branch. 
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FIGURE 1. 0 AS A FUNCTION OF 1 AT FOUR DIFFERENT ANGLES 
In Figures 2 and 3 we plot 0 and C as a function of 4 at r = 12.06 for two different 
values oft (differing by 75 units of non-dimensionalized time). These figures illustrate the 
propagating four-cell traveling wave and also indicate that the angular structure of the cell 
is far from sinusoidal. 
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FIGURE 2. 0 AS A FUNCTION OF I#J AT TWO DIFFERENT TIMES 
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FIGURE 3. C AS A FUNCTION OF qS AT TWO DIFFERENT TIMES 
In Figures 46 we exhibit perspective plots of 8 at four different values of 1 (differing about 
75 units of non-dimensionalized time). These figures also illustrate the very deep cellular 
structures that exist at small values of L. 
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FIGURE 4. PERSPECTIVE PLOT OF 8, 1 = tl FIGURE 5. PERSPECTIVE PLOT OF 0, i = t2 
FIGURE 6. PERSPECTIVE PLOT OF 0, 1 = i3 
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